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We show that the weight enumeeator for the irreduclbte cyclic code of length fn over CF(q) is 
the fth power of the weight enumerator for the code of length n for ail f in a set we characterize. 
1. Statement of results 
Let q be a prime power and let ord,(q) denote the multiplicative order of q 
modulo n. Let 
F(n, 4) = ff 1 f is a positive integer, gcdff. 4 ) = 1, and orb!, (4) = f ord. (q )}. 
Let gcd(n, 4 ) = 1. There is a unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible cyclic code 
(with no repeated coordinates) of length ra over GF(4). Let A,(Z) be it’s weigth 
enumerator. The following theorem is a direct consequence of results (Lemma 4.5 
(iii) and Theorem 5.1) given in [IJ. 
Theorem 1.1. Zf f E F(n, q) and gcdCf, ((4 - !j/gcd(n, 4 - 1))) = 1, then A,, (2) = 
A, (2 )‘. 
The next two theorems shararterize F(n, Q ). 
In the following p and P dec&e primes, v, (RI ) is the exponent of the highest 
power of p dividing ~fl, n* = l&/,,p, y = ~(4 + l), and z, = U, (40rdPtq’- 1). 
Theorem 1.2. (i) If q $3 (mod 41, n f 0 (mod 2), or P# 2, therr P E F(n, 4 ) if and 
only if up fn ) ts z, -+ up (ord,-(q 1). 
(ii) if q = 3(mod4) and rm 555 0 (mocl J), then 2 E F(n., q) if and only if v(n) 3 
y + max(l, uL(ordR.(4))}. 
(iii) Jf 4 = 3 (mod4) nnd n = Zfmod 41, then 2 E F(n, 4) if and only if 
v?(ord, .(q )) = 0. 
Theorem 1.3. Let P, < P, < * . ’ < P, k the primes in F(n, 4). Then f E F{n. 4 ) i! 
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and only if f = fT#P? l l l SP were ar 2 0 for 1s i G r, and, i;f q = 3 (mod 4), and 
n =2(mod4), vet 1. 
We note that Theorem 1.2 implies that if P E F(n, q), then P f n. 
ExuapEc. Let q = 2 and n =: 15. Then n* =t IS, ord,,(q)l= 4, zs = 1, and ts = 1. 
Hence the primes in F(l%, 2) are 3 and 5 and so F(15, 2) = (39” 1 my, p ZB 0). me 
(I5,4) code is a maximal-length shift-register code and SO A @) = 1 + 15z8. 
Therefore, we get 
A ,*,+4*1(Z) = (1 + 15Z*)30s8 for ail Q, p 2 0. 
2. Proof& of Theorems L2 lnrrd 1.3 
We shall use some well-“-. - _ _-_ltVw~~ iac;rs on ord, (q). We give them in the following 
lemma. 
Emma. 2.1. (i) ff gcd(m, n) = 1, hen ord,, (q) = Icm(ord, (q), ord, (4)). 
3 (mod4) or Pf 2, tlze~ ordpm (q) = P”x’o.“-‘~~ordp(q). 
3 (mod4) and a > 1, then ordz= (q) = 2max(**a-Y! 
Lemma. 2.2. We have ordp, (q) G P ord, (q). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.2. If P $ n, then ord&) = 
Icm(ordp(q), ord,, (q)) < P ordn (q). If P 1 n, let n = P”m where P 4’ m. Suppose 
first that qZ3(mod4) or Pf2. Then, by Lemma 2.1, 
ordp,(q) = Jcm(ordp+q), ord, (4)) 
= Icm(P mru’**a+ l”pJordp (q ), ord, (q )) 
I 
or& (q ) if a - z, < vp (ord, (q )), 
= 
P or& (q) if pi - z, 2 t+(ord, (9)). 
This proves Lemma 2.2 in this case. Further, by Lemma 2.1, 
vp (Ordm (q 9) = VP ( ‘,“I5 (ord,sel(q ))) 
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since uu (ordp (4)) = 0. This proves Theorem 1.2(i). The proof is similar in the case 
4 =3(mod4) and P =2. 
Lemma. 2.3. We haue ordmn (4) s m ord, (q) for m a 1 g 
k-f. This follows from Lemma 2.2 by induction on the number of prime factors 
of dn. 
Lemma. 2.4. if f E F (nt q ) anti P 1 f, &en P E F (n, q ). 
Proof. Let f = gf. Then, by Lemma 2.3, 
gP ord, (4) = or&+, (q) s g orcL (q) =G gP arci, (q). 
Hence 
P ord, (4) = or& (9 ). 
Lemma. 2.5. If q = 3(mod4), n =I 2 (mod 4). anti f E F(n, q), tkra u,cf) G 1. 
Proof. Suppose f = 2”g where cy > 0 and g is odd Let n = 201. Then, by Lemma 
2,l ord,(q) = ordAl(q). Hence, by Lemmata 2.1 and 2.3, 
f ord, (q ) = ordh (4) = or&=+ “Jq ) 
zz lcm(2 ?tUM<l.Cl *i-y) 7 ofdLfA (4 )I 
s2 mxfl,a “I-‘tg ord, (q) 
L 2maxc’-a~‘-rJf ord,(q ) 
Since y * 2, this is possible only if BY s 1. 
1-f. Suppose first that 9 $3 (mod4) or P# 2. Then, by Theorem 1.2(ij, 
VP (n) * E, + *Jtp (OS&~ (1 ))a 
!iince xl1 the primes dividing i &o divide n, we have @I)“’ = n *. Eience 
Mf+=, + d~r&wW 
and so, by Theorem 1.2(i), 
ordpi, (IQ) = f ordfi (q) = Pf ord, (4). 
‘The cases where q = 3 (nmd4) and P = 2 are similar. 
We c$r~ now prove Theorem l.3_ The “only if” part fotfouvs from Lemmata 2.4 
and 2.5 and the S*if’s part follows fmn Lemma 2.6 by indt;xtion. 
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Due to good criticism by the anonymous referee, proofs have been simpIified and 
&ion improved. 
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